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Abstract

This paper derives sensitivity properties of the single item inventory model with stochastic

demand and positive setup costs. The anaivaissumbssiSsetheeffect of changes in the variability

of the leadtime demand. For the order-quantity/reorder-point systems, we prove that when the

variability of the leadtime demand increases: (i) the optimal order quantity increases, but,

somewhat contrary to the conventional wisdom, the optimal reorder point does not necessarily
increase; (ü) the minimum cost of the inventory system increases, and it increases at a slower rate

than and converges to the cost of the optimal base-stock policy; and (iii) the cost performance

becomes more robust to the choice of order quantity. In addition, we also show that both the

optimal reorder point and the optimal order-up-to level decrease (increase) as the inventory

holding (shortage penalty) cost increases.

1. Introduction

It is common sense that, for the management of inventories, the variability of the leadtime demand

has a negative impact on the precision of control and on costs. An effective way of reducing

the variability of the leadtime demand is to shorten the leadtime itself. This reduction requises

effort and extra cost. With the current emphasis on "just-in-time" inventory management, and on

"time-based" competition, there are increasing needs for a more precise analysis of the effect of

the variability of the leadtime demand ou the control and performance of inventory systems. This

paper addresses this problem for one of the widely used stochastic inventory systems, the order

quantity/reorder point system.

The order quantity/reorder point system is also referred to as the (Q,r) system, where an order

of Q units is placed as soon as the inventory position (i.e., the inventory on hand plus on order minus

backorders) drops to the critical level r. This inventory control system is the simplest model that

simultaneously addresses economies of scale in order quantities, and a random (leadtime) demand.

The cost function of the (Q,r) system has been well known for about three decades, ever since the

publication of the popular textbook by Hadley and Whitin (1963). However, it had been perceived

to be too complex to analyse, and, until very recently, our knowledge of the optimal control of

titis system had been limited. We refer readers to Lee and Nahmias(1989) and Federgruen and

Zheng(1988) for recent reviews of the related literature.

From a modeling point of view, two simple inventory models, the EOQ model and the base stock

model, are special cases of the (Q,r) model. The EOQ model crystallizes the tradeoff between the
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inventory holding costs and the fixed ordering costs by assuming a deterministic demand. h is clear

that a positive (deterministic) leadtimc does not affect the EOQ model in any essential way because

of the predictable leadtime demand. The base stock model, on the other hand, stresses the balance

between the inventory holding costs and the shortage penalty costs by assuming away the fixed

ordering costs. In a base stock model, an order is placed to restore the inventory position to a fixed

"base stock" (or "order-up-to") level whenever a demand occurs. The optimal order-up-to level

can be determined by minimizing the expected inventory holding costs and shortage penalty costs,

which is essentially the newsboy problem -where the demand for newspaper is interpreted-as the

leadtime demand. The optimal order-up-to point, which is often referred to as the newsboy point,

enjoys a closed form solution. In that case, the effect of the variability of the leadtime demand is

relatively simple to analyze.

With little theoretical support, it has often been argued that in a (Q,r) system, the order

quantity should be determined by the EOQ formula in order to exploit the economies of scale, while

the reorder point should be set to the expected leadtime demand plus some safety stock reflecting

the variance of the leadtime demand and the service level (or the costs associated with shortage).

While this argument is intuitive and therefore has played an important role in popularizing the

model, it essentially dismisses the (Q,r) model by the rough functional segregation of the two control

parameters.

Our analysis is based on recent results of Zheng(1989), who proves for the first tinie that the

(Q,r) model can be viewed as an aggregation of a. variant of the EOQ model and the base stock

model. In his analysis, alter the reorder point is chosen optimally for any given order quantity, the

(Q,r) model reduces to a problem of finding the best tradeoff between the average ordering cost

and the average holding and penalty cost. The average cost of the model is shown to be the sum of

two components: the cost oi the optimal base stock policy and a cost function that is very similar

but smaller than that of the EOQ model (with backorder allowed). The analysis of these two

cost components has led to the establishment of 2 number of properties of the stochastic inventory

systems. In particular, it is shown in Zheng (1989) that the optimal order quantity of the (Q,r)

model is larger than the corresponding EOQ, that the EOQ is a good heuristic when economies

of scale prevail, that the cost of the (Q,r) model is bounded below by the maximum of the cost

of the EOQ model and the cost of the base stock model, and bounded above by the sum of these

costs, and that the expected total cost of the (Q,r) system is more robust to the choice of order

quantity than the corresponding EOQ system. By comparing a system with stochastic leadtime

demand with the corresponding deterministic EOQ system, these results provide first cut answers
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to the analysis of the effect of the variability of the leadtime demand.

The results presented in this paper augment the above results by further showing how changes

in the variability of the leadtime demand affect.the o ptimal control parameters and the system cost

performance. Specifically, we show that when the variability of the leadtime demand is increased:

(i) the optimal order quantity increases, but, somewhat contrary to the conventional wisdom, the

optimal reorder point does not necessarily increase; (ii) the minimum cost of the inventory system

increases, and it increases at a slower rate than and converges to the cost of the optimal base-stock

policy; and (iii) the cost performance becomes more robust to the choice of order quantity. We also

show that both the optimal reorder point and order-up-to level decrease (increase) as the inventory

holding (shortage penalty) cost rate increises, which complement the results on the effects of the

fixed order cost of Zheng(1989): namely, that the optimal order quantity increases and the optimal

reorder point decreases as the fixed ordering cost increases.

Two recent papers are relevant. Gerchack(1990) derives comparative statics for the (Q,r) model

for both backiogging and lost sale models. For bac.klogging models, some of his results are sim-

ilar to ours, but they appear with some qualifications which are not needed in our case. These

qualifications are apparently due to the use of an approximate cost function, which systematically

undercharges holding costs. Gerchack and Mossman(1988) investigate the effect of the leadtime de-

mand variability, and conclude that the relationship between the variance of the leadtime demand

and both the optimal reorder point and the optimal order quantity is not definit!ve. Again, this

discrepancy appears to be due to the use of the approximate cost function.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and notation. The effect of

changes in the cost parameters is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of

changes in the variability of the leadtime demand. In section 5, we discuss the sensitivity of the

system performance to changes of the various problem parameters and the potential application of

the cost insensitivity to the choice of order quantity. Section 6 is a brief conclusion.

2. Model and notation

We consider a single-item continuous-review inventory system that faces a stationary stochastic

demand. Unless otherwise specified, the notation and assumptions are the sanie as in Zheng(1989).

The arrivai rate is denoted by Replenishment orders are delivered after a positive leadtime L.

All stockouts are backordered. The relevant costs are a fixed replenishment cost K for each order
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placed and proportional inventory holding (penalty) costs accumulating at constant rate h (p) per

unit stock (backorder) per unit time. The criterion is the (long run) average total cost per unit

time.

We assume the demand process and the leadtime are such that, under a (Q,r) policy, the

following three conditions are satisfied: (a) both the inventory position and inventory level processes

have a limiting distribution; (b) the fundamental equation IL = IP - D holds and IP and D are

independent, where IL and IP dente the steady state inventory level and inventory position

respectively, D the leadtime demand; (c) IP is uniform between r and r Q. It is. well known

that these conditions are satisfied if the demand process is a Poisson or a renewal process and the

leadtime is constant. These conditions can also be shown to hold when the leadtime is stochastic,

under certain assumptions (see Zipkin 1986), and when the demand process is a Markov-Chain-

Driven process (see Zipkin 1991). These conditions are required for the cost function (2) below to

hold. [Since the entire analysis of Zheng(1989) is based on (2), the assumption of constant leadtime

in Zheng(1989) can be replaced by the above three more general conditions.)

Let G(y) be the rate (per unit time) at which the conditional expected inventory (holding

and penalty) costs accumulate when the inventory position equals y. Let FO be the distribution

function (cdf) of the leadtime demand D. By condition (b) we have

G(y) = E[h(y -	 p(D - y)+] = (h p) jv F(x)dx - p(y - ED)	 (1)

where E denotes the expectation over the leadtime demand. It is well known that G(•) is a convex

function. By (c), the average cost function of a (Q,r) system can be written as:

c(Q, r) = 
AK r+Q G(y ) dy 	 (2)

Equation (2) is exact when the cumulative demand can be modeled as a nondecreasing stochastic

process with stationary increments and continuous sample paths (see Browne and Zipkin 1991). It

is an adequate approximation when the demand is a counting process (and Q is not too small). We

treat both the reorder point and the order quantity as continuous decision variables.

Let y° be the minimum point of GO. It is well known that y° = F-1(.11-p). (Throughout

this paper, we assume, for notational convenience, that F(•) is continuous and strictly increasing.)

When K = 0, the base stock policies are optimal. In that case, y° is the optimal order-up-to level

and G(y°) is the optimal average cost. In the sequel, we refer to y° and G(y°) as the newsboy point

and the newsboy cost, respectively.
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Let r- and Q" denote the optimal reorder point and the optimal order quantity. The following

lemma is established in Zheng(1989).

Lemma 1 Q = Q" and r = if and oney	 G(r)= G(r + Q). r• < y° < r` + Q*.

The optimality equations in the above lemma are simply the first order condition of the cost

function. The lut part of the lemma follows from G(e) = G(r* + QI and the convexity of

function G.

3. Changes in the cost parameters

It has been shown (Zheng 1989) that the optimal order quantity increases and the optimal reorder

point decreases as the fixed ordering cost K increases. In order to obtain further comparative

statics results, we need to differentiate varions components of the model with respect to h and

p. For clarity, we will write expressions such as 8G(y)18h without explicitly incorporating the

dependency of G(y) on h in the notation. We also denote dG(y)/dy by G'(y).

Let the optimal order-up-to level be denoted by = r" + Q"). We first show that both

the optimal reorder point and order-up-to level decrease (increase) as the holding (penalty) cost

rate increases. Define a(y) = ERy — D)+ ]. Note that a(-) is a convex increasing function.

Proposition 1 Or* 18h < 0, 8r"18p > 0, OS" 18h < 0, 8S'/8p > O.

Proof: By totally differentiating the optimality condition G(r) = G(r + Q) = c(r,Q) with respect

to h at r = re , Q = Q*, we get

0G(r)	 , Or OG(r + Q)	 Or 8Q	 Oc
+ G (r) ah

= 	ah	 + G (1. Q)( 7971 + 	=	 (3)Oh
where the lut term has been simplified by recognizing that °c/& = 0 and &IN = 0 at r = r-,

Q = Q . From (1), we have G'(y) = (h + p)F(y) — p and Oc(y)/ah = a(y). From (2), aclah =

(g.+Q. a(y)dy)/Q". Solving for Or* 10h in (3), we get

ar•	(f,.r.+Q. a( y ) dY)1(2" — a(**)
Oh	 (h + p)F(r*) — p

Since a(y) is increasing, the numerator is positive. It follows from Lemma 1, F(r") < p/(h + p),

which implies that the denominator is negative. Thus, 8r"10h > O. The proof is similar for the

other three cases.
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4. Changes in the leadtime demand

In this section. we study how the variability of the leadtime demand affects the optimal order

quantity, the cost performance, and its sensitivity to the choice of order quantity. Throughout the
analysis, we compare systems with different mean and variance of leadtime demand, while assuming
that ail the other parameters (i.e., K, h, p and À) remain unchanged. Note that the cost function
(2) depends on the leadtime demand only through the expected inventory cost function G.

We start by briefiy reviewing some useful results from Zheng (1989). To focus -on -the-role of
order quantity, we assume that the reorder point is chosen optimally for any given order quantity.
Let r(Q) be the optimal reorder point for a given Q. The reorder-point is characterized by the
following lemme:

Lemme 2 For any Q > 0, r = r(Q) if and only if G(r) = G(r Q), and r(Q) < y° < r(Q) 1- Q.

Let C(Q) de min,.min,.c(Q,r). Let H(Q)	 G(r(Q)),Q > 0, with //(0)	 G(y°). Since
frre))+Q G(y) dy = fo H(y)dy, the optimal order quantity	 solves

C(Q) = „ie.+ I Q
H(y)dy)IQ.	 (4)

H(Q) can be interpreted as the marginal (expected) inventory cost for the Q-th unit in a batch.

Since C(Q) is convex, the first order condition of (4) gives

C(Q. ) = H(Q"),	 (5)

which is simply one of the optimality equations in Lemma 1.

Let A(Q)	 QH(Q) — g H(y)dy. Condition (5) is then equivalent to the following lemma.

Lemma 3 Q = Q • if and only if A(Q) = ÀK.

Furthermore, we have

Lemme 4 H(•) and A() are increasing convez fonction. H(Q) > eQ, // 1(0) = 0 and H'(Q)

e as Q Do.
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Lemmas 3 and 4 are illustrated in Figure 1. The following lemma is geometrically obvious, therefore

its proof is omitted.

Lemma 5 For a > 1(< 1) and ci et;e001k4>W1H(Q).

[Figure 1 approximately here]

Before proceeding with the formai aaalysis, it is helpful to conjecture about our results on

the basis of the geometrical intuition given in Figure 1. The asymptotic line of H(Q), Hd(Q) =

hpQ/(h p), can be interpreted as the marginal inventory cost function of the system with de-

terministic leadtime demand. It is geometrically clear that the introduction of variability of the

leadtime demand increases the expected marginal inventory cost. It is also economically intuitive

that a more variable leadtime demand should yield a higher H-curve. With the asymptotic line

remaining the same, we expect a higher H-curve to be flatter. For fixed Q, A(Q) is the shaded

area between the H-curve and the horizontal line z H(Q). At the optimal order quantity Qe,

this area equals AK (Lemma 3). Therefore, a flatter H-curve, which makes the shaded area smaller

for fixed Q, requires a luger Q. Consequently, our first conjecture is that Q* increases with the

variability of the leadtime demand.

Furthermore, since Q" depends only on the shape but not on the absolute height of the H-

curve, it is conceptually helpful to decompose HO in two parts:

H(Q) = G(e) + 1-1.(Q)•

Let C* be the optimal average cost of the (Q,r) system, i.e., C" = minQ>o C(Q). Then, (4) can be

rewritten as

C'=G(y°)+ Cô

dewith C: = minc».0C.(Q) =) (AI( j Ho(y)dy)IQ. H.( . ) can be interpreted as the part of the

marginal inventory cost that can be used to trade off the ordering cost through the choice of order

quantity, and therefore is referred to as the controllable inventory cost. Note that H. is a

vertical shift of H. Therefore, a more variable leadtime demand would be associated with a flatter

H.-curve. Since H.(0) = 0, a flatter Hecurve means 11.(Q) is smaller. Hence, for any Q > 0 fixed,

110(Q) should decrease as the variability of the leadtime demand increases. This leads us to more

conjectures. First, as variability of the leadtime demand increases, the controllable inventory cost

110(Q) is diminishing, so is C. Therefore, the optimal average cost of the system, which is the
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sum of the newsboy cost and C:, should grow more slowly than the newsboy cost when variability

of the leadtim, demand increases, and it should be close to the newsboy cost when the variability

is high. Second, for more variable leadtime denund, the total average cost should be less sensitive

to the choice of order quantity because Co(Q) is smatier and it is the only part of the total cost

that is affected by Q. We proceed to prove these conjectures analytically.

To proceed with the analysis, we need a dear definition of the variability of the leadtime demand.

We assume in the sequel that the leadtime demand distribution takes the form of F(z)=

where p and a are its mean and standard deviation respectively, and 4i is strictly increasing. Then,
the variability of the leadtime demand can be unambiguously represented by We will show how
the optimal control parameters and the optimal colts change as o changes. The above assumption is

certainly satisfied when the leadtime demand is Normal, which is often an adequate approximation
when the (mean) leadtime demand is not too small. The above construction is also a special case

of the general notion of convex-ordering; see Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970) for a discussion.

We note that the variance of the leadtime demand is determined by both the demand process and

the leadtime. When the demand process is given exogenously, the variance of the leadtime demand
is affected only by the leadtime. For deterministic leadtimes, a longer leadtime typically leads to
a larger variance of the leadtime demand. When a Normal distribution is used to approximate
the leadtime demand, o is often assumed to be linear to f.t. When the leadtime is stochastic,
the variance of the leadtime demand is determined by the variability of the demand process and

by the mean and the variance of the leadtime. More specifically, o can be computed by _using

the conditional variance formula (interested readers are referred to Zipkin 1991 for a detailed
discussion).

The G-function can now be written as

G(y) = (h + p)	 41(
z-

)dz - p(y -
-00	 o

= a[(h p)	 4,(z)dz	 --
-00

We observe that a change of p in (6) would only cause a horizontal shift of the G(•)-function, which
does not affect the newsboy cost nor the H(•)-function. The reexamination of equation (4) yields
the following proposition.

Proposition 2 For a given demand process, the optimal order quantity and the minimum cost of

the (Q,r) system are independent of the mean of the leadtime demand.

(6)
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Therefore, in the sequel, we set = 0 in (6) for notational simplicity. Moreover, we add the

subscript a to all the notation to indicate its dependency upon the leadtime demand variance

(subscript d instead of 0 is used to indicate zero variance of the leadtime demand, which can be

true either when the demand process dateininittic or the leadtime is zero).

It follows from (6) that

G.(0= aG1(Y10)	 (7)

where G t (y) = (h + p) poe 4(y)dy— py is the (shifted) expected inventory cost function when the

variance of the leadtime demand is 1.

Let e be the minimum point of Ga ( .). The following result is immediate.

Proposition 3 The newsboy cost grows linearly in a, Ge( g ) = crGi(e)•

Proof: By (7), e = agi.

The following lemma is crucial:

Lemma 6 110(Q) = all1(Q1e)

Proof: By definition of H, we need to show

Ga(ro(Q)) = eGi(ri(Q1cr))•
	

(8)

Since by (7) GrGi(ri(Q/a)) = Ga(ar i (Q1a)), (8) is equivalent to Ga(r„(Q)) = Gcr(ar1(Q1a)).
Thus, it suffices to show ra (Q)= ar i (Q1a), which follows from the following equations

G«,(ar1 (Q1a)) = aGi( rt(Q la )) = GrGi( rt(Q/a)+ Q/a)

= G 5( 49r1(Q/a)+ Q)

where the first and the third equations are due to (7), and the second is by Lemma I.

Now, we are able to show

Corollary 1 For any flzed Q > 0, Hc,(Q) is increasing in o.
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Proof: It suffices to prove 11„(Q)> H1 (Q) for any o > 1. By Lemma 5, 111 (Q/al> Hi (Q)la for
> 1. By Lemma 6, II„(Q)= a I 1 i (Q1a). Therefore. //e(Q) > HI(Q).	 q

Corollary 2 For any fixed Q > 0, 11,;(Q) and	 are deLrèosing in a; Hf, (Q) j 0 as a 1‘ oo.

Proof: Differentiating the equation in Lemma 6, we have II,,(Q)= I4(Q la). Fix Q > O. The fact
that II:,(Q) is decreasing in a follows from the convexity of H1 . 110,e(Q) is decreasing in a because

H:,,,„(Q)(= 14(Q)) is decreasing and 1/,,,„(0) = O. The rest of the corollary is due to 14(0) = O.

Corollary 3 For fized Q > 0, A„(Q) is decreasing in a; A,,(Q) j 0 as cr j oo.

Proof: It follows from Corollary 2 and A,(Q) = Q11,1,(Q) that AgQ) j 0 as a j oo. The corollary

then follows from A,,(0) = 0 and A(Q) = g A'(y) dy.	 q

The effect of variability of the leadtime demand on the optimal order quantity is now clear.

The following proposition is a direct implication of Lemma 4 and Corollary 3.

Proposition 4 The optimal order quantity Q; increases in cr. Moreover Qa" j oo as a I oo.

We note for contrast that the reorder point is not necessarily mcreasing in o. , particularly when
p is not very large relative to h. Zheng(1989) provides counter examples which show that the

reorder point of a stochastic (Q,r) system can be lower than that of the corresponding EOQ system
= 0).

Although the optimal order quantity grows with a, the following proposition shows that it grows
at a rate slower than o..

Proposition 5	 is decreasing in a, and	 I 0 as a j oo.

Proof:

ak = A0(C2;) = Q;14(Q;) — .10 He(Y)(1Y

= (72 [ 4-2-10 Hi(Q; /a ) — tnia Hi(Y)cild

= a2A1(Q;/a)•
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The proposition follows from the fact that A 1 is increasing and A i (0) = O.	 q

Then the following result is also immediate.

Proposition 6 (a )The optimal conteellable cost C",;„„ is decreasing in cr, and C;0 1, 0 as o j oo;

(b) The optimal mienne cost C; is increasing in a, but the increase is slower than the newsboy

cost, and C; crG i (yî) as a j oo.

Proof: (a) Since 110,,,(y) is decreasing in o, so is the controllable cost function Co(Q) and its
minimum By Lemma 8 in Zheng(1989), we have Co,,Q; < 2À/C, thus 1 0 as ex î oo
because Q; j oo as cr j oo.

(b) The cost function (4) and Corollary 1 imply that C; is increasing in o. C; ti aGi(e) because
C; = Go (g) Co,,,,	 0 as a j oo and Proposition 4. 	 q

Fin*, we show that the total cost is more robust to the choice of order quantity when the
demand variance is larger. More specifically, we show that ea(a) c"ca•77) decreases as o in-

creases. This result augments the inequality ea (a)< ed(a) (where ea(a) = 1(a + 1/a)) established
in Zheng(1989).

Proposition 7 For a > 0, ea(a) is decreasing in a, and eo (a) j 1 as o j oo.

Proof:

Co(aQ;)	 )tk +	 Ha(y)dy fe: ii,(y)dy
eo(a)= 	  —

C;	 aQ;C;

rce; Ha(Y)dY
;"	 Q;Hu(Q7,)
1	 fia Ha(13Q;)d,C1 

)-(1 +
a	 Ho(Q;)
1 r HHi0Q;,a)

+ J1 
	 (zicy)  di3)

where the third equation is due to (5) and the fifth Lemma 6. In view of Proposition 5, it suffices
to show that

clef Hi(AQ)
H1(Q)
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is increasing in Q for > 1 and decreasing for d < 1. We show the former, the latter is similar.

For fi > 1,

;11(Q) = HuQ)[0e1(PQ)111(Q)—

where the inequality follows from

egh(RQ)] >

HI(PC2)	 Ht(AQ)
14(Q)	 Ait(Q)

where the first inequality is due to the convexity of H1 and the second follows from Lemma

5. Sensitivity of the System Cost

In this section, we briefly discuss how the problem parameters affect the cost performance of a

(Q,r) system. It is well known that, due to the square root formula, the cost of the EOQ model

is robust to change in all its parameters (K, h, p, A). It would be interesting to know whether this

robustness carries over to the cost of the (Q,r) system.

First, since the ordering cost K affects only the cost function C., which is smaller than that

of the EOQ and diminishing as o increases, the system cost is robust, and it is more robust when

the leadtime demand is more variable. This can be verified formally as follows. Differentiating

(AI( fe; He (y)dy)IQ; with respect to K yields dC;IdK = XIQ;. Since Q; increases in o,
dC;IdK decreases in o.

The effect of change in the holding cost h or the penalty cost p is more involved because the

change affects both the newsboy cost and Since the newsboy model does not enjoy the sanie

degree of insensitivity as the EOQ model, we do not expect that the average cost of the (Q,r)

system to be as robust to change in h or p, unless the effect of economies of scale dominates.

We can dso quantify, at least approximately, the effect of a change in the leadtime on the cost

performance of the (Q,r) system. A change in the leadtime affects both the mean and standard

deviation of the leadtime demand. Since the mean does not have any impact on the optimal average

cost, the system's cost would be affected only through the change of o. Assuming that the leadtime

demand is constant and o is linear in ft-, we conclude, by Proposition 6, that the change in the

system cost is sublinear in ././, and approximately linear in -IL when L (and hence o) is large.

When the leadtime is stochastic, not only its mean, but also its standard deviation would have an

impact on o. The reader is referred to Zipkin(1991) for a discussion.
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If a change in À does not cause a change in the leadtime demand, thon its effect on the system

performance is identical to that of K because À and K are symmetric in the cost function Ciee (2)).

This assumption, however, is very ite t practice. Typically, a change in the demand rate

induces a change in o. In this caue,thei0bal effect is more complex. Assuming that the leadtime

L is constant and the demand process is Poisson (but approximately Normal), we have o=

Therefore, the Newsboy cost changes linearly in f (Proposition 3); Cc, ,̀,, is affected by change of

both A and o. The effect of A on CZ, is sublinear in N/X. Since the effect of a on CZ„ is in the

opposite direction as indicated by Proposition 6(a), the total average cost C:„." must be sublimer to

VI In other words, the average cost of the (Q,r) system is more robust to change in the demand

rate than that of the EOQ model.

Finally, we comment on Proposition 7, which states that a larger variance in the leadtime de-

mand makes the average cost more robust to the choice of order quantity assuming the monter point

is always chosen optimally. Care is needed in interpreting this insensitivity result. In particular,

we cannot condude from this proposition that the average cost is insensitive to inaccurate data.

The reason is that when a suboptimal order quantity is chosen because of the inaccuracy ofsome

pazameter estimates, the reorder point is unlikely to be set optimally (with respect to the chosen

order quantity).

This proposition, and Theorem 4 in Zheng(1989), are motivated by their potentiel nsefulness

for analyzing multi-stage stochastic systems. For multi-stage systems with constant demand, such

an insensitivity property of the EOQ model has led to remarkable worst case performance bounds

for the power-of-two heuristic policies (Roundy 1985, 1986). Here, we briefly discuss how-there

insensitivity results for the (Q,r) model could be useful for similar analysis on some plausible policies

for multi-stage stochastic inventory systems. For multi-stage inventory systems where demands are

stochastic and where there are fixed costs for inventory replenishment at each stage, a plausible

control policy is to use an order-quantity/reorder-point policy at each stage. Since upstream stages

are the suppliers for their downstream stages, the order quantities of different stages should be

coordinated. For example, it is plausible to use the "integer ratio policy," under which the order

quantity of an upstream stage is restricted to an integer multiple of that of a downstream stage

(if the downstream stage is the only customer of the upstream stage); see e.g. De Bodt and

Graves(1985). Such a quantity coordination across different stages imposes a constraint on the

choice of order quantities, but not on the reorder points; that is, while the order quantity at a stage

may be required, for the global coordination, to deviate from its own "optimal" value the reorder

point remains "local", and can be chosen optimally for the choice of order quantity. Our insensitivity

13



results indicate that such a quantity coordination would not cause a significant cost increase from

each stage's minimum cost. For systems with deterministic demands, Roundy(1986) showed by his

lower bounding theorem that the sum of the singiereage minimum cost of all the stages (with some

additional minor constraints on the order quantities i ni a. sumer vound on the system-wide average

cost, which in turn leads a very tight worst case performance of the power-of-two policies (which
are a subset of the integer ratio policies). For stochastic systems, a parallel lower bounding theorem

seems significantly more difficult to formulate. However, even in the absence of such a theorem, the
heuristic policies that require quantity coordination across different stages are much encouraged by
ourInsensitivity results for the single-item (Q,r) system. For a serial system with Poisson demand
at the lowest stage, an accurate cost evaluation procedure has been devised (Chen and Zheng 1991

a) for echelon stock order-quantity/reorder point policies. Numerical studies(Chen and Zheng 1991

b) show that for a fairly wide range of data these policies are indeed close to optimal. Research on
worst case analysis of heuristic policies for multi-stage systems is in progress.

6. Conclusion

Combining the results of this paper with those of Zheng(1989), we now have a more complete
understanding of the behavior of (Q,r) systems. By assuming that the leadtime demand is (ap-
prcximately) Normal, a (Q,r) system can be fully characterized by the cost parameters K,h, p and

the demand parameters o. It is shown in Zheng(1989) that when K is large relative to cr, the

(Q,r) model behaves like the EOQ model in every respect, and that the optimal control parameters

and the optimal average cost of the EOQ model (with backorder allowed) are very good approxi-

mations of those of the (Q,r) model. The results of this paper show that when a is large relative

to K, on the other hand, the expected marginal inventory cost function Ha is relatively flat. In

that case. we can use a large order quantity to offset the ordering cost without incurring much

increase in the average inventory cost; consequently, the total average cost of the system is close to

the newsboy cost.

Strictly speaking, the (Q,r) model only applies to continuous review inventory systems with

unit demand. When the inventory system is reviewed periodically, or when the demand size is

random, the reorder point can be "overshot," in which case the control policy must be revised. A

well known inventory system that accommodates the overshot is the (s,S) system, where an order

is placed to increase the inventory position to S as soon as the inventory position drops to or below

s. Here s denotes the reorder point and S the order-up-to level. The order quantity is no longer



(S-s), the difference between the order-up-to level and reorder point, but that plus the overshot,

which varies from order to order. Another variation that can accommodate overshot is the so

called (nQ, r) system, where an order is placed whenever the inventory position drops to or below

the reorder point r. The order quantity is chop te be an integer (n) multiple of Q such that the

inventory position is raised to between r+1 and r+Q. For recent analyses on these systems, see

Zheng(1990), Zheng and Federgruen(1991) and Zheng and Chen(1990). Although the (Q,r) model

appears as a special case of the more general (s,S) and (nQ,r) modela, the qualitative properties

derived for the former shed light on these general stochastic inventory systems. It should especially

be emphasized that when the overshot is not significant relative to the order quantity, the behavior

of (s,S) and (nQ,r) systems is similar to that of (Q,r) systems.
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